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Abstract: As the length of distances between work and living places has caused thousands to spend
some hours of their time in vehicles, the availability of a headrest in which ergonomic principles are
observed, is necessary. In this research anthropometric parameters necessary for designing headrest,
including 1. Curve of neck in longitudinal form, 2. Curve of neck in transversal form, 3. The height
of deepest point of neck from the sitting level, 4. The distance of the deepest point of neck from back
level, 5. The curve of back head arc. Tools used in this method: long metal ruler with millimeter
accuracy to measure head and neck curve from Mari pistolet (a type of flexible inelastic, graded ruler)
were used. The number of samples was defined as 256 persons, who were placed in two groups from
sex viewpoint (female and male) and in adolescent, young, middle-aged, and old ranges. Two hundred
and fifty-six curves were obtained for each anthropometric parameter, which were drawn on
millimetric papers (checkered) and their averages were obtained using statistical methods. The curve
average of each of the parameters of geometric shapes, head and neck curves, have the most similarity
to parabolic curve, that is, they follow laws related to parabolic equations, and a mathematical formula
was exploited for each of the curves based on it. 
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Of course, the issue of percentiles for optimized use of the designed device is present in anthropometric
discussions, which is used for designing the headrest.

Human communities have witnessed great and magnificent evolutions in the fields of knowledge since the
Industrial Revolution up to now. There are millions of trips each day and contrary to the past, which required
much time; it is possible to pass hundreds of kilometers in less than a day with the help of innovations. The
availability of high-speed vehicles has caused the distance between the work and living locations reach more
than one hundred kilometers. Today, it has become normal in may societies. The availability of high-speed
vehicles, low cost of transportation by these vehicles, availability of welfare equipment such as connection to
global communication network, etc. in these vehicles has made it possible for many of the passengers to use
their time desirably or rest. Today in pace with global evolutions in the field of making ergonomics (human
engineering) applied to protect and promote the health of the members of the community in Iran, it has been
stipulated in Article 85 of the Fourth Development Plan of the Islamic Republic of Iran: "The governmental
shall present the bill for protecting and promoting the health of the members of community and reducing health
threatening dangers containing the following items within six months since the approval of this law. Reduce
transportation accidents by identifying accident-causing points and routes in roads and connecting routes and
decreasing these points by 50% till the end of the plan and emphasizing the observation of safety principles
and traffic regulations, organize and complete state emergency network, promote the safety level of motor
vehicles, apply human engineering (ergonomic) standards and necessary safety, decrease dangers threatening
the health at workplace in direction with the plan". At the time of resting in a moving vehicle, the head is one
of the limbs of the body with least balance and as the passenger sleeps, it is bent right or left and neck
muscles become tense as the passenger sleeps and causes passenger's discomfort. Physiologists and even
ergonomists believe that the best position for head is being in direction with the main axis of body, because
in this position the center of gravity of head is placed on spinal column. Maintaining this position for a
sleeping person is difficult. Therefore, if we design the headrest in a way to minimize this imbalance, a large
step is taken and it would be a beginning for obtaining factors required for designing this device and also
creating anthropometric databank of Iranian community, achieving anthropometric relations of head posture
using mathematical equations and determining related percentiles were the main causes for producing headrest.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

The target population in this study to measure head sizes included people older than 15-year old (female
and male) and the number of subjects was determined as 256 persons, who were divided into two groups from
sex viewpoint (female and male) and were put in following ranges: Adolescent (15 – 19), young (20 – 44),
middle-aged (45 – 65), old (65 and older). Anthropometric parameters of the measurement are: 1. Curve of
neck in longitudinal form, 2. Curve of neck in transversal form, 3. The height of deepest point of neck from
the sitting level, 4. The distance of the deepest point of neck from back level, 5. The curve of back head arc.
Tools required for doing this task: long metal ruler with millimeter accuracy to measure head and neck curves
from Mari pistolet (a type of flexible inelastic, graded ruler)1, cloth meter and millimetric paper were used.
In all measurements the subjects were placed at a taboret seat in straight form in a way that the elbows are
stuck on sides and the arms are placed on knees. The Mari pistolet were placed on the head graph and the
takes the shape of head by hand pressure, then the obtained graph is transferred to checkered (millimetric)
paper and draw its diagram.

Method of Doing Computations:
There are 256 diagrams drawn on millimetric papers for 256 measured subjects, in which the X's are

known and it is possible to obtain their equal Y's from the graph. Now, the average of 256 available graphs
is exploited using statistical methods.

In fact, for each X we have one Y, that is, one point in Cartesian coordinates (X and Y) which we group.
We group Y from 0 – 0.5, 0.6 – 1.1, … in centimeters; then we obtain averages using statistical computations,
which form the Y's of 256 measured graphs. Considering the number of X's, the average (Y) and standard
deviation are obtained. Then each measured parameter (head length curve, head width curve, back head arc).
For each X there is one Y, that is, definite point ( X, Y), after drawing which, some graphs area created on
both sides of positive Y's axis, which is in fact a geometric function. These shapes follow quadratic equation
and are not lines. Equations of geometric locations are equations related to circle, ellipse, parabola, and
hyperbola, each of which are defined by coordinates such as center of radiant. Now, based on available data
in each of these shapes, it should be approximated that which mathematical formula or in fact, which equations
of geometric locations these shapes follow. It is concluded from approximation of each of the graphs of curves
measured by Mari pistolet with mentioned geometric shapes, it becomes clear that the head and neck curves
have the most similarity to parabolic curve, that is, they follow the laws related to parabolas equations.

Definition of Parabola:
A parabola is a geometric location of all point on a plane which have equal distances from one point and

a definite line on that plane. The point is called focus of the parabola (F) and the given line is called guiding
line (Line).

Equation of a Parabola:
We choose the Y's axis in a way that it passes through the focus (F) and is perpendicular to guiding line

(L). The origin of coordinates is taken in the middle of short line FL. If we show the distance between L and
F as 2P, it is possible to give (O,P) coordinates to F, as is seen in figure (19-3). The equation of line L is Y
= -P, in which case P(x, y) is a point on the parabola, if and only if the distances PQ and PE are equal, where
Q (X, -P) is the vertical leg drawn from P on L. using the distance order we have:
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PQ = % y + P
PF = % x2 + (y – P)2

Whenever we put these two expressions equal, square the obtained relation and simplify the result, we
have:

x2 = 4py

The important issue is that in designing equipment and determining the sizes and dimensions of devices
with which operators work in a way, they should be computed considering the target group (user) and
percentage of covering the community. It is obvious that each percentile of the covered (target) community
will be analogous to a percentage of standard deviation (coefficient k), thus in order to compute percentiles,
the standard deviation, coefficient k, and also the average quantity shall be used. Consequently, we may use
formula X – K.SD to compute the percentiles between zero and 50, and formula X + K.SD for percentiles
between 50 to 100. in mentioned formulae, X, K, and SD are the average, coefficient, and standard deviation,
respectively. In obtained measurements, the anthropometric percentiles special for each measured parameter
have been computed.

Conclusions and Discussion:

Table 1: of average distribution (y's) and standard deviation of the graph of neck curve in transversal form based on different quantities
of X (cm)

X Average (y) Standard deviation 
0.51 2.87 - 5
0.5 2.15 - 4
0.5 1.7 - 3
1.57 1.4 - 2
0.51 1.2 - 1
0.68 1.07 0
0.52 1.2 1
1.58 1.4 2
0.51 1.6 3
0.5 2.2 4
0.52 2.9 5

Table 2: of average distribution (y's) and standard deviation of various graphs of back head arc based on quantities of X (cm).
X Average (y) Standard deviation 
- 6 2.6 0.4
- 4 1.7 0.4
- 3 1.3 0.42
- 2 1 0.45
- 1 0.8 0.41
0 0.6 0.45
1 0.8 0.4
2 0.9 0.45
3 1.3 0.4
4 1.8 0.3
5 2.3 0.38
6 2.6 0.4

Table 3: of average distribution (y's) and standard deviation of various graphs of neck curve in longitudinal form based on quantities
of X (cm)

X Average (y) Standard deviation S
- 5 2.50 2.4
- 4 2.1 2.1
- 3 1.6 1.7
- 2 1.2 0.9
- 1 0.94 1
0 0.8 1
1 0.93 1.1
2 1.2 0.82
3 1.7 1.7
4 2.1 2.1
5 2.51 2.5
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As a result, p would be the graph equation of neck curve in longitudinal form.

P = 3.65

Now, based on available date, the parabolic equation related to neck curve in longitudinal form is: X2 =
14/6 (Y – 0.8). 

It is possible to obtain the parabolic equation related to back head arc using the method mentioned for
computing the longitudinal graph of the neck, which is the equation:

X2 = 14.7059 (Y – 0.6)

It is also possible to obtain the parabolic equation for neck curve in transversal form, we have:

X2 = 13.89 (Y – 1)

Determining Percentile:
We could not use  data of above tables for designing  so that we must convert them to percentile that

depend on every  anthropometry  parameter. we use this equation P=X±K(SD) 
As the most suitable proposed percentile for neck curve in longitudinal form is percentile 5, thus we obtain

percentiles for y's from x's – 5 to + 5:

Table 7: of quantities of expected y quantities based on various quantities of x for (neck curve in
longitudinal form) (cm)

X Y percentile
- 5 - 1.5
- 4 - 1.4
- 3 - 1.2
- 2 - 0.9
- 1 - 0.7
0 - 0.8
1 - 0.9
2 - 0.9
3 - 1.1
4 - 1.4
5 - 1.6

Percentile 95 has been proposed for back head arc curve. We obtain the related y's from x = - 5 to + 5

8-The quantities of expected y percentiles based on various quantities of x for back of head arc curve (cm)
X Y percentile
- 6 3.26
- 5 2.96
- 4 2.36
- 3 2
- 2 1.7
- 1 1.5
0 1.3
1 1.5
2 1.6
3 2
4 2.3
5 2.9
6 3.26
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Table 9: of expected y percentile quantities based on various quantities of x for neck curve in transversal
form (cm).

X Y percentile
- 6 7.5
- 5 6.5
- 4 5.6
- 3 4.4
- 2 2.7
- 1 2.6
0 2.5
1 2.6
2 2.7
3 4
4 5.5
5 6.6
6 7.5

Standard deviation and average of distance of the deepest point of neck and back level are σ = 2.5 and
X = 10.93, respectively.

Standard deviation and average of distance of the deepest point of back head and seating level are σ =
7.9 and X = 68.02 cm

For parameter of the distance of deepest point of back head to seating level, the proposed percentile is
5%; therefore, the desired average after applying coefficients related to percentiles is 55 centimeters.

For parameter of back level from deepest point of back head and percentile, it is 95 equal to 14.5
centimeters.

The objective of performing this project is using mathematical formula, which is unique and new and has
no similar case in Iran, to analyze anthropometric data with ergonomic viewpoint and approach, use of
preventive ergonomic approach and trying to conform environmental features and tools with man and making
long trips easier. Another important result is that the back head cures follow the special formula of parabolic
graphs.

Another result obtained from exploitation of data is that, considering the fact that no such a research has
been done to measure the sizes of back head curves till now (at least in Iran) and no previous sample or
pattern curves has been available to make it easier to gain the objective using them, the fairly high overlapping
of graphs obtained by mathematical method with what have been achieved using measurement method, is a
good evidence to make it possible to use mathematical formula for manufacturing headrest and other devices
required for head. Another point is that as the obtained data shall be used for designing headrest and an
acceptable level of consumers shall be able to use it easily, the proposed percentiles shall be applied for each
parameter. This research finally resulted in making a primary model of headrest based on anthropometric data
of Iranian community, for which we received certificate of patent registration inside Iran. With the hope to
use this device practically on vehicles one day.
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